“Some Days I Wish I Could Fly”
Notes for Teachers by Eleanor Tucker
Chords

Notes
GCAE
(open strings)
George
Charlotte
Evie
Archie

Playing pattern
open strings
played as a
downward
arpeggio

Instruments featured in video
• Vocals
• Oboe
• Double bass
• Tambourine
• Cymbal
• Ukulele (2 parts)
Try improvising by using:

(Names
fashionable
during the
early 20th
Century when
ukuleles
started to
become
popular)

C Major pentatonic
C

D E G

A C

level/s 1-4
This piece can be
approached from many
levels: absolute beginner to
early improviser, as it
features the C Major
pentatonic scale in the
single line ukulele part/s.
Singers can also try it as a
canon.
The main challenge of
this piece is to sing and
play it at the same time.

Ukulele part 1 is played on open strings. A simple song can help students learn this pattern
(Have students practise singing this first with body percussion)

Ukulele part 2 consists of one note simply played on the A string. This gets students used to
the feeling of the finger pressing hard on the string while also remembering their posture, hand and
wrist position.

Ukulele part 3 is still only played on the A string, with a descending pattern which can be learnt
by singing the following tongue twister while playing
Seventh fret, fifth fret, third fret, don’t-cha fret (x2)
Third fret, fifth fret, third fret, don’t-cha fret (x2)

*These notes all belong to the C Major pentatonic scale - useful for improvisation
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Wood blocks & tambourine
Note - while there are no woodblocks in the original score, I find they help the students keep in time
with this piece. This can also be played as ‘boom/tack’ (using the rim) on a bass drum.

Ukulele part 4 is for the hungry students who have already devoured the first 3 parts and want a
challenge. A few extra notes/embellishments have been added to the 3rd uke part.
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If melody played/sung as a canon 2nd part starts in bar 2.
Composer’s notes
This piece began as simply a way of teaching children the relative pitches of the ukulele notes
(GCEA) by singing, “Ukulele, ukulele, you can play, I can play, ukulele”, notated as Ukulele part 1.
Note the difference in bar 3 to bars 1,2 and 4.
Note - I have found it an excellent way of getting absolute beginners of all ages to feel a sense of
achievement as well as being a great way to calm students after lunch, with the repetition of the first
part being quite meditative.
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